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Soundscape; 24 minutes 47 seconds
Location: Wilhelmina’s Grove

Fun Facts
- Amos Cochran is an Emmy nominated composer, musician and sound artist.
- He composed music for Dayveon on Netflix.
- He likes to fly kites, jump on trampolines and write music.
- Cochran has composed pieces for documentaries, commercials and trailers, as well as his own albums.
- Cochran’s inspiration came from William Eggleston’s photograph, the Color Field painting movement and the Ozark forests of his home state Arkansas.

Activities
- Meet Amos Cochran | “Color Talks”
- Watch a Modern Procedure for Breathing.
- Live Performance of Gideon’s Lullaby.
- Experience Cochran’s Memory Dissolve at Bastion Gallery.

Stay Connected. @PublicArtUHS
#ColorFieldUH #ArtIsAllAroundUs
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